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There are lots of companies today that offer virtual directory as a answer to organizations that have
to have a merged view of their data stored in different directory repositories. But not all service
providers can offer you with robust solution. When looking for the top virtual directory server you can
use for your organization, the most important factor you need to remember is to choose one that's
the fastest and most comprehensive of all.

The best virtual directory is one that's entirely developed in .NET managed code and leverages the
Microsoft infrastructure and provides the important transformation data as well as their requirements
for virtualization. There are also a number of excellent functions that a good virtual directory server
can provide to your environment.

The first one is getting cross-forest group membership without the need of trusts. Several
organizations unfortunately do not possess a single, consolidated AD forest or domain. This makes
the group management complicated and usually this involves permissions in addition to forest
trusts. This issue is solved through the use of complete virtual directory server that offers robust
group management that doesn't need any forest trusts.

Using this on your organization will allow you to have static group membership. In this fashion, the
users from the different forests or LDAP directories are added or integrated as static members of
the group that will not need trusts. Along with that, it also allows your organization to have a virtual
dynamic group membership. This means that the users from different LDAP directories are
integrated dynamically in to the group according on the guidelines that are assessed in real time.

Using the most effective type of virtual directory might help your organization get all these benefits
and key elements. For that reason you need to not just use any type of virtual directory that
promises to solve the complications on your environment through deploying a number of directory
repositories. You should examine carefully how it is built and how efficient it is in offering the answer
your organization needs. A good virtual directory server is one that acts as LDAP proxy that adds a
layer of security into your data and its environment.
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